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What are you
currently saying at
each moment? Is
your message clear
and consistent?

What's your 'brand
voice' and how do
you use it to
currently engage
visitors digitally?

Which channels are
most dominant, which
channels are
considered key at
which stages in the
visitor journey?

Do you have a clear
strategy at each stage
in the visitor journey?

Is your brand, message
and most importantly
your key strategic
priority clear?

Which market trends are you seeing right now generally? Are there rising trends that your organisation
should be tapping into? What market trends are you currently exploring?

Where do you see market opportunities for your organisation? Do changes in current and traditional markets
present new opportunities for you? Where do opportunities exist which haven't yet been fully exploited?

How are visitor profiles changing? How successful is your organisation in engaging new types of visitors vs. old?
How do you ensure your destination stays relevant?

How well defined are your audiences? Who is your online audience and what are their needs? How can
you support their needs to help form an opinion, develop an interest and support their visit?

What factors influence their impression of your destination? How do factors like reputation, price, image,
impact perception and the decision process? Are we successful at shaping this impression?

What are the key interests which resonate well with online audiences? Where do you believe your organisation
stands apart from other destinations and which 'niche' audiences are key to engaging audiences online?

Which are the key
moments, places,
environments, channels
and content where
visitors 'engage' with
your organisation as a
potential destination?

STAGES

Touchpoints

Message

Channels

Strategy

What are the key moments, channels and content that visitors can
engage with your organisation in the dreaming stage?

What are the key moments, channels and content that visitors can
engage with your organisation in the planning stage?

What are the key moments, channels and content that visitors can
engage with your organisation in the booking stage?

What are the key moments, channels and content that visitors can
engage with your organisation in the experience stage?

What are the key moments, channels and content that visitors can
engage with your organisation in the sharing stage?

What message are you trying to give your visitors who are in the
dreaming stage? How do you use your brand voice in this message?

What message are you trying to give your visitors who are in the
planning stage? How do you use your brand voice in this message?

What message are you trying to give your visitors who are in the
booking stage? How do you use your brand voice in this message?

What message are you trying to give your visitors who are in the
experience stage? How do you use your brand voice in this message?

What message are you trying to give your visitors who are in the
sharing stage? How do you use your brand voice in this message?

What channels are key for reaching visitors in the dreaming stage?
Why?

What channels are key for reaching visitors in the planning stage?
Why?

What channels are key for reaching visitors in the booking stage?
Why?

What channels are key for reaching visitors in the experience stage?
Why?

What channels are key for reaching visitors in the sharing stage?
Why?

Do you have a clear strategy for the dreaming stage of the visitor
journey? What is your key strategic priority?

Do you have a clear strategy for the planning stage of the visitor
journey? What is your key strategic priority?

Do you have a clear strategy for the booking stage of the visitor
journey? What is your key strategic priority?

Do you have a clear strategy for the experience stage of the visitor
journey? What is your key strategic priority?

Do you have a clear strategy for the sharing stage of the visitor
journey? What is your key strategic priority?


